
• Why Twin Impeller is Be�er?

• Smallest Space

• Highest Quality

The MicroP HALLEY series features a head-piece that is 
smaller than that of the standard market, allowing for a clearer 
view and more ef�cient work space. 

The inside is paired with high-quality German-made ceramic 
bearings, increasing the durability of the equipment while 
reducing the noise level. 

Normally, the effectiveness of the turbine would be 
compromised under high- pressure workload. The 
patented twin Impeller technology is committed to 
providing the highest performance of sustainable 
torque without the need of changing head sizes. This 
in  turn offers a more �exible and ef�cient work 
environment for the dentist. 

• Ul�mate Performance

Your partner in excellent work performance
The MicroP HALLEY series is best for minimally 
invasive surgeries, pediatric den�stry, and 
dental crown and bridge removal.
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TWIN IMPELLER
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FREE DEMO AVAILABLE, ASK FOR JOHN
1.215.432.3556 / johnsis�@theden�stschoice.com

The twin impeller is the ultimate factor of the turbine  ef�cacy. 
Its accurate compatibility and ef�cient use of space ensures 
precise air �ow and balance between torque and rotation 
speed. 



Non-notch Design

FEATURES

Easy Releasing System

Mutiple Head Size

Integrally Modeled Head

Chromium Coating 

The �ber-optic rod adopts a �at 
design imported from Japan, 
decreasing stains and increasing 
irradiation angle to create 
excellent visibility for dentists. 

MicroP is the only manufacturer 
adopting a press-release 
system at the back cap, 
allowing easy exchange of burs.

Three different sizes of heads 
pairs with different levels of 
torque, easily providing a 
solution for a variety of tooth 
angle and depth. 

The head and body are highly 
integrated, resulting in a 
smooth intake of air and 
reducing the possibility of dust 
adhesion. 

The entire handpiece is completed 
with a chromuim coating to 
increase user comfort and friction 
for anti-skid purposes.

Strong Cu�ng Force
strong power output increases the cu�ng 
efficiency during the dental treatment.

Fiber-op�c Glass Rod
Excellent op�cal transmission efficiency 
enhances the visibility in the cri�cal area.

Durability
Precisely designed gear system 
increases extraordinary durability.

Ceramic Bearing 
Ceramic bearings produce incredible
wear- resistance and longer lifespan.

Silence
Extraordinary balance reduces the gear
noise and creates a silent treatment.

Ergonomics
Ergonomic design reduces the gripping 
force and minimizes hand fa�gue.

Special Surface Treatment
Special surface treatment provides superior
scratch-proof and an�skid characteris�cs.
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Push Button 

HTHP Sterilzation 

ISO Compatibility 4-hole Spray

Stron Retention Force

25W 
Torque 

The Den�sts Choice
80 Chris�na Court, Yardley, PA 19067
www.theden�stschoicepa.com / 215.432.3556


